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CHARTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF WING TORSIONAL STIFFNESS
REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIED ROLLING CHARACTERISTICS

OR AILERON REVERSAL SPEED
By HmmY A. PWFI.SONand WILLIAMS. AIKEN, Jr.

SUMMARY

A 8erie8 of chart8 are presented lqI which tha wing torsional
8ti$ne88 Te@d to meet a given standurd of rouing electiveness
may be quickly determined. The charts my al-so be wed to
obtain quickly the aileron reversal 8peed and tb variation of the
108sin rolling e@ctwmtx8 with a&peed. The charts apply io
linearly tapered wing8 and e~ipticd wings of tubu.?ur-shdl con-
struction having vmioua aped ratio8 wiih aikmn span and
location of aihmne m varia.lda. In the derivation of the charts,
induced lijl e~ecte have been taken into account and the form of
the wing-tor8iond-8ti$ne88 curve ha? been asmn.ed.

INTRODUCTION

In order to insure adequate rolling control at high speeds,
present structural requirements for Army a@planw (refer-
ence 1) specify that the computed aileron revemal and di-
vergence speeds be at least 1.15 times the terminal velocity
of the airplane. The accuracy of such computations depends
on the availability of aerodynamic data, on a Imowledge of
the wing torsional stitlness,and—to a smaller exten%n the
method of computation used.

Since the terminal Mach number for fighter airplanes is
approximately 0.85, aerodynamic data should be available
at a Mach number of about 1.0 if accurate results are to be
obtained in rolling-performance calculations. A Mach
number of 1.0 is considerably higher than that at which
high-speed wind-tunnel data are available or to which they
can be extrapolated.

Data available on the to&ional stitlness of wings have
‘ indicated that the calculated values of wing torsional stiiluess

are likely to vary considerably from the test values.
Unpublished teat data have indioated that, for wings of the
same model, signitkmt differences in torsional sti.tlmss oan
be expected as a result of differences in fabrication.

Many methods are available for computing speeds of
aileron reversal and divergence. (See references 2 to 10.)
These methods di.tTermainly in the combination of assump-
tions used and in the degree of exactness attempted. Jn
most oasea, the form of the wing-twist curve has been
assumed to be linear or parabolic and the induced lift &ects
have been either entirely neglected or approximated. In
some of the methods (references 4, 6, 8, and 10) the actual
Wing-kmsional-stifbws distribution is required and equilib-
rium is established between elaatic and aerodynamic forces
all along the wing span; with the exception of the method of
reference 4, however, these methods either omit induced lift
ei7ects or approximate them. The application of the exact

method of reference 4 requires, aceerding to the author, 100
man hours. Inasmuch a-sthe accuracy to be gained by the
use of the most exact method, which includes induced lift
effects, is only about 6 percent as compared with methods
employing strip theory, the use of the most exact method is
considered impractical when the possible inaccuracies in the
aerodynamic and structural quantities are considered.

Some improvement in the requirements can be obtained
by speci&ing that the loss in rolling effectiveness due to wing
twist at either terminal velocity or high-speed level ilight
shall not exceed some fixed percentage of that at low speed.
Such a specilkation would then conform better to maneuver-
ability requirements and would not require as much estmL-
polation of the aerodynamic data. Further improvement
ocndd be obtained by requiring that, after fabrication, the
torsional stillness of each wing panel be greater than a
speeified value.

Charts are given in the prwent paper from which the
required wing torsional stiflncss may be readily obtained if a
given loss in rolling ability is not to be exceeded. The charts
may be used to predict the aileron reversal speed and the
loss in rolling effectiveness at any other speed. The charts
are based on the application of the usual lifting-line theory
to wings of tubular-shell construction and allow variations in
wing taper, aileron span, and aileron position to be taken into
acccnmt. Ii the derivation of the charta, the form of the
Wing-tirsional-stiflness distribution has been assumed and aa
a result the twist curvw for a givau wing vary with the aileron
span and position in a manner to be expeoted.

The advantage of the present method over others is
mainly in the speed with which results can be obtained.
More nearly accurate results are obtained than with methods
that assume the shape of the wing-twist curve to be linear or
parabolic.

SYMBOLS

Symbols used in the present paper are defined in the
following list (see also @. 1):
s’ wing area, square feet
z mean geometric wing chord, feet (iS/b)
c wing chord at any spantie station, feet
c= aileron chord
b wing span, feet
A wing aspect ratio (b2/fl

Y semispan station, feet

k nondimensional semispan station
()&
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FIomml.—’rypkalwirq@kon combh&tIgn&~aing pfrthnt symbobanddimensions

wing taper ratio; that is, ratio of fictitious tip
chord, obtained by extending wing leading and
trailing edges to tip, to root chord

wing torsional stifl!nessas obtained by applica-
tion of concentrated torque near wing tip;
foobpounds per radian

torque per unit span, foot-pounds per foot
accumulated or total torque, foot-pounds
angle of wing twist, radians
aileron defection, radians
rate of change of section pitching-moment coeffi-

cient with aileron angle as obtained for incom-
pressible flow, per radian

rate of change of wing angle of attack with
aileron angle as obtained for constant lift at
section

heIix angle of rolI, radians
rolling moment due to antisymmetrical wing

twist, foot-pounds
rolling-moment coefficient
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient

with aileron deflection, per radian
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with

helix angle pb/2V, per radian
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with

wing twist at reference section, per radian
derived constant for airplane (see appendix)
helix-angle parameter
fraction of rigid-wing rolling effectiveness to be

retained by flexible wing

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
()

;pv’

density, slugs per cubic foot
true airspeed, feet per second
equivalent airspeed, miles per hour
speed of sound, feet per second
Mach number (V/a)

1/J= Glauert compressibility correction factor

Subscripts
y and k denote a particular spanwise station
o outboard end of aileron

‘i inboard end of aileron
T reference station taken aa midaiIeron span
1 refers to particular spanwise station inboard of

aileron span, region 1
2 refers to particular spamvise station in way of

aileron, region 2
3 refers to particular spanwise station outboard of

aileron span, region 3
L limitdivingspeed
R revemal speed

CHARTS

The design of ailerons that will provide adequate rolling
control at high speed requires the determination of (1) tlm
wing torsional stiffnessrequired to meet a given standard of
rolling effectiveness, (2) the aiIeron reversal speed, and (3)
the variation with airspeed of helix angle of roll per unit
aileron deflection. The charts presented herein have boon
prepared in order to facilitde the computation of those
factors. The results apply to wings of tubular-shell con-
struction, of various aspect ratios and taper ratios (including
elliptical wings), and with various lengths and positions of
the aileron along the span. The various plan forms con-
sidered are shown in figure 2.
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The derivation, which is given in detail in the appendix, is
based on an application of the lifting-line theory to the wing
plan forms chosen. (See figs. 1 and 2.) In the derivation,
the wing section aerodynamic coticients were assumed b
be unaffected by torsional deformation and the shape of the
torsional-stiilnes-scurve was assumed to be inversely pro-
portional to the cube of the distance from the wing center
line. It was also assumed that the ratio of the wing chord
to the aileron chord waa constant and that no twist occurred
about the aileron hinge axis.

The results, which apply to wings having aspect ratios
ranging from 5 to 16, are presented in the charts of figures 3
and 4. In iigure 3 the nondimensional coeilioient ~ is given
as a function of kt and ko. This coefficient r is directly
proportional to the rolling-moment loss due to the torsional
deformation of the wing and is inversely proportional to the
dynamic pressure.

If it is desired to determine the wing stiiluess required at
the reference section (midaileron) to retain a specified rolling
effectiveness, the following equation may be applied:

(1)

The dynamic pressure at reversal speed maybe determined
from the equation

!L9 = 2m0r

= ‘(%9(%)
(2)

If the actual variation of dcJo3 with Mach number is known
this variation may be substituted in equations (1) and (2) in,
place of the Glauert compressibility correction factor
l/_JCZR

The coefficient y given in figure 4 is a nondimensional
quantity representing a helix-angle parameter for a rigid
~. Tti parameter may be used in the equation

(3)

to obtain the helix angle pb/2V of a flexible wing for a unit
aileron deflection.

The results given in equations (2) and (3) maybe used to
determine the loss in aileron effectiveness with airspeed due

to wing flexibility. Because the relation between T

and gj~=ti is linear, a stmight line drawn between the

point representing the value for pbl~v at ~=0 ~d
m

the point for zero helix angle will yield the value of WV

at all intermediate valuea of q/JW~
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APPLICATION OF CHARTS
>

Determination of torsional stiffness required at the reference
seotion to fulilll a speci.lled rolling requirement.-It is
desired to determine the torsional stiihess required of the
wing at the reference section (midaileron station) in order
that at limit diving speed at sea level the airplane will retain
0.25 of the rolling eilectivene.ss of the rigid wing. The
following values are given:
Fraotion of rolling effeotivenem to be retained, + (by stipulation). O.25
Limit diving speed, VL, til=per hou---------------------- 553
Maohmmber, M---------------------------------------- O.728
‘wingspan, b, fret ---------------------------------------- 41
Aepect ratio, A------------------------------------------ 5.6
Plan fou------------------------------------------ Elliptical
Diatanc.e to inner end of aileron, iW fraction of semiapan------ O.538
Distance ta outer end of aileron, k., fraction of eemispan------ O.945
Dynarnio px’eR3ureat limit diving speed, q& pounds per square

fmt-------------------------------------------------- 7828
da/d8---------------------------------------------------O.36
dcJd8--------------------------------------------------O.42

From figure 3, for an elliptical wing and with the given
vihws of ki and ke, r is determined as 0.249. When these
wdues are substituted in equation (l),

0.42 413 782.8
m@,=0.249x0.36x~ x5.6,x0.75x0.685

.

=486,000 foot-pounds per radian
=102,000 inch-pounds per degree

Thus, if n concentrated torque of 10,200 inch-pounds applied
outboard of the midaileron section produced 1sss than 0.10
wing twist of the reference section relative to the wing root,
the wing would exceed the required stifk.ss.

Determination of aileron reversal speed,—The same quan-
tities used in the previous example, together with an ex-
perimentally determined value of the wing stiffnees me,

(equal to 527,000 f~lb per radian, 0=0) moy be used to
obtain from equation (2)

2x 527,000

&@=0.249x!&x$$

=1652 pounds per square foot
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From figure 5, which gives the relations between g/Jl=
and V,, the revemal speed at sea level is determined to be
619 rnileEper hour.

Determination of variation of helix angle of roll with
speed,—The helix angle pb/2V per unit aileron angle for the
rigid wing (@= 1.0) is found from figure 4 and equation (3).
Figure 4 applies to all normal taper ratios and aapect ratio3.
I?or tho airplane of the example ~= 0.91, and since da/d3 was

assumed to be 0.36, WV for the rigid wing is 0.328 radians

per radian deflection or 0.00573 radians.per degree of aileron

deflection. At this value of ~v, ~=0. If
=

‘R – 1652 pounds per square foot, the corr~ponding——
ql–w
helks angle is zero. The helix angle for any intermediate
value of gJ~~~2 or airspeed may be determined by drawing
a straight line through these two points.

‘ Discussion of examples.—In the application of the, charts
to determine the wing stitbss, reversal speed, or helix-angle
variation, certain quantities will be obtained from the geom-
etry of the wings; other quantities will be determined either
by performance specification or by the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the reference airfoil section, which is located at
the midspan of the aileron.

The valuea of b, A, k,, and ko can easily be determined
from the geometry of the wing. In equation (l), the value
of # must be specified and q/J=W must be lmowm. An
alternative method for determiningg the aileron reversal speed
may be used instead of equation (2) in cases in which the
variation of dc#.3 is not a function of l/~=~ This pro-
cedure involves the calculation of @ at speeds greater than
the limit diving speed by the use of equation (l). The
vrdues of dc#d and d@3 corresponding to the Mach
numbers of the airspeeds chosen are used and a plot of #J
against Mach number is made. As the Mach number is
increased, # approaches zero and when @ reaches zero, the
aileron reversal speed is determined. These computations
may be made for various altitudes to determine the variation
of aileron reversal speed with altitude.

In equation (2) the altitude must be speciiied and the
value of the torsional stiffnessme,must be known either from
tests or calculation. At present, experimental values of me,
me greatly preferred since the mlculated valuea may be
considerably in error. The experimental value of the wing
stiflness may be easily obtained by applying a unit torque
of about 20,000 inch-pounds to a section near the wing tip
and determiningg the angle of twist at the reference section
relative to the wing root. It is recommended in reference 9
that in order to obtain beat results an antisymrnetricaltorque
be applied b the other wing tip.

The quantities da/d3 and dc~/dJare aerodymunic quantities
that apply at the reference section. In general, they will
vary primarily with flap+hord ratio and Mach number and
secondarily with other variables such as nose shape, gap,
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aileron section, and angle of attack. Figure 6 has boon
prepared to show average variations of these quantities with
flap chord and gap ratio. More accurate values can, how-
ever, be obtained born specific tests of the aileron section
used or from reference 11, which analyzes the data obtained
from a large number of wind-tunnel tests.

DISCUSSION

The agreement that may be obtained between the calcu-
lated values of wing twist and actual values of wing twist
when the form of the wing-torsional-stiffness distribution is
assumed is illustrated in figure 7. Computations were made
for the P47B wing by use of stiilness data furnished by tho
Army Air Forces, Air Technical Service Command, Wright
Field, Ohio. The twist curve resulting from these compu-
tations is compared in figure 7 with a twist curve computed
by aasuming that wing torsional stithss varied inversely
with the cube of the distance from the &irplanecenter line.
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fn calculations involtig the use of a wing-twist curve, more
consistent results will be obtained by assuming a cubic
stiflness distribution than by aasuming the wing-twist curve
to bo either linear or parabolic. In d practical case the
trailing-edge portion of the wing usually contributes a negli-
gible amount to the wing torsional stiilness, but the twist
mwvea for a given wing will differ considerably with aileron
span and position since the twist is dependent upon the mag-
nitude and position of the applied torques. Such a variation
is included in the results given by the charts.

Equation (2) shows that, other things being equal, anY
increase in 7lowers the aileron revered speed. From figure 3,
rm increase in ~ is seen to occur when the aileron span is
decreased’ about a given reference position. For an elliptical
wing with ailerons extending from kt=O.4 to ko=O.8, T is
therefore 0.467; whereas, for the same wing with ailerons
extending from ki=O.2 to k~=l.0, T is 0.388. In both cases
the reference section is located at 0.6 semispan.

In order to determine the wing stiflnessrequired to insure
a speci6ed rolling effectiveness, the largest value of gj~~~
obtainable should be used.

If the present Army Air Force specification is used as a
guide-namely, that the reversal speed should be 1.15 times
the terminal velocity of the airplan+culations show that
the value of + to be used in equation (1) would in general
yield overly conservative results for wing tomional stifEneas.
Another procedure for determining the wing stilhms would
be to specify a value of@ at high-speed level flight. Either
specification is believed to be more useful than the current
one (VR> 1.16VJ that yields results at Mach numbers be-
yond which data would be completely lacking and that
would introduce complications in the equations. As an
illustration, if” an airplane were capable of reaching a Mach
number of 0.87, the design Mach number would be 1.0
With Glauert’s approximation, which is used with the present
method, the required wing stifhwss would then be tite.
In recognition of this di.iliculty, Victory has introduced in
reference 9 the concept of an equivalent Mach number while
still retaining the requirement that the reversal speed be
1.15 times the terminal velocity of the airplane. Reference 9,
n introducing this concept, interprets the present require-
ment that VE>l.15VL as referring to an equivakmt speed
in an incompressible flow.

Grinsted, in reference 12, has suggested an alternative
procedure-namely, that the wing stiflness be determined so
that aileron reversal would occur at limit diving speed and
that this value of wing stHnes-s then be increased by the
factor 1.15*.

)?rom a consideration of references 9 and 12, together
with current Army Air Force requirements, the following
valuea of @ and gj~l —W are recommended for use with the
charts presented herein: i

Method I.—With limit diving speed as a basis, use +=:

and gj~~~ at limit diving speed at sea level.
Method IL—With high-speed level flight as a basis, use

+=; and the largest level-flight value of q/Jpti, regard-

less of the altitude at which it occurs.
By employing the detailed results and the equations given

in the present report together with the various specifications
that have been advanced, the wing stiflness at the reference
section has been computed for the airplane used in the m-
ample. The following table shows the sties-s as obtained
by the use of the various requirements:

Reqohement

Method I

++ at VL

Methwl II

++ at mnxhnmn kwoMfght ~

-L*%’%

-%%%%.m’
CMnstWl (rofemnm M),

m,-132m Whemm Lsthostlffnoss a%nmhlg VZ=VL
, ‘L ‘L

653

I
W&m

325 47& (xc

L 15X6t3 6U1,MO

L C@3Xb53 4T& 033

m al,m

Also, for comparison, the following numerical valuea of
me are listed for the airplane used in the example:r

I source1 I Candmn m~,
(ft-lb_)

Rxpdmonhl.-- . . . . . ---- Amnmnftfondwmclased_________
Btd___... timdnon dmrs op31L _________ !&J

------------------ Ammvnftion doom o~_________ ,

-till data fnrnhhed by Army Alr Ferce&Afr Toobnfd Sarvfca Command,
W*rfgh Field, Ohfo. Cakdetd &to horn Ropublla Avfntfon Cmporotkm.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Charts have been prepared for use in determining the wing
torsional stifbws-sfor wings of tubular-shell construction with
aspect ratios rauging from 5 to 16 and taper ratios ranging
from O to 1 including the elliptical. The loss in rolling ef-
fectiveness and the aileron revered speed may also be cal-
culated. The chief advantage of the present method over
previous methods is the speed with which the results maybe
obtained. More accurate results may be obtained by the
use of this method than by the use of methods that assume
the shape of the wing-twist curve to be linear or parabolic.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTIC LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COWImE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., i’?ouember 9, 19&.



DERIVATION

Although there are a number of types of air loading and
inertia loading that contribute to the wing twist about the
elastic axis of wings in flight, so far as the problem of rolling
effectiveness is concemedj only the twist due to aileron
deflection need be considered. In fact, since the distribution
due to damping in roll is likely to be ahnost the same as the
spnnwise air load ,distribution reauhtinghorn aileron deflec-
tion, only the increase in section pitching moment in way
of the aileron need be taken inti account in determiningg the
wing twist.

A strip of the wing dy in way of the aileron (see fig. 1) will
have acting on it an increment in torque as follows:

(Al)

Tho factor l/~1 –M is introduced in equation (Al) in
order to increa.$elow-speed values of &m/&$for Mach number
effects. If the correct variation of dcddb is available, the
quantity (dc~~) (1/~_~) may be replaced by the actual
variation with Mach number. The accumulated increment
in torque at n particular station yl in way of the aileron is

(A2)

and, similarly, the accumulated increment in torque at any
station yl inboard of the aileron is

ATVl=s‘“Atdy (A3)
9’

In the derivation of the charts for the determination of
wing torsional stiffness required for specified rolling charac-
teristics or nileron reversal speed, it is desirable to use the
wing center line as the referenca and to define the torsional
stiffness for a wing of tubular-shell construction as the con-
centrated torque which, when applied outboard of a given
station, would produce a unit deflection with respect to the
reference section. Although this definition of the torsional
stiflnessmakes the analytical development somewhat longer,
it is better suited to the teat procedures that are now in use
when the tmrsional%iffness variation along the span is to
be determined. The angle of twist due to aileron deflection
Ortat any station yz in way of the aileron (region 2, fig. 1) is
thus given by

(A4)

The twist at any station yl in region 1 inboard of the aileron is I
464
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In region 3 outboard of the aileron end the twist is

(A5

(A6)

Since no antisymmetrical torque is acting outboard of the
aileron tip, dr~is constant to the wing tip. By substituting

equation (Al) in equation (A4) and introducing k=#2 a new

equation may be obtained. This equation may “then be
put into more convenient form by multiplying each term by
the ratio of the stiflnem m~%to the square of tho mean
geometric chord Z The re.sukiugequation maybe rearranged
to give the following equation applying to region 2 (for con-
venience, the factor l/~1 —M will be grouped with q instmd
of with dc./&) :

The equations for the wing tmst at stations inboard and
outboard of the aileron (equations (A6) and (A6) ) similarly
become

ok, !hkl k.

&gjJ~2 ~= so
: ‘dk (As)

~ ??b ~’

oh %n.eko k. c ‘ ‘%.

J o — dk
@/~l@ ~= ‘, z ‘o

(A9)

Equations (A7), (As), and (A9) deiine the angle of twist
in the three regions in terms of the chord and stifhmes
distribution, subject to the assumptions that dcJdd is a
constant along the aileron span and that the aileron does not
twist about its hinge axis. Inspection of figure 6(b) indi-
cates that the factor dc~ub is essentially constant for flap-
chord ratios from 0.2 to 0.3 and, since the variation of aileron-
chord ratio along the span will normally fall within this
range, the assumption is justified. In order to evaluate
equations (A7) to (A9), the twist curves w-illbe obtained in
terms of the twist Orat a reference section, which will be
taken at the midspan of the aileron. From equation (A7)
the twist at the reference section becomes
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With the stiflhess as dd.ned in the present report, the
torsional stifthess is infinite at the wing center line and
decrenses with distance to some finite value at the tip.
Analysis of data for typical fighter airplanes indicates that
negligible errors will result in twist computations if the
torsional stiffness distribution along the span is assumed
b be

constant

~=---7--- (All)

When equation (All) is substituted into equations (A7) to
(A1O), the following ratios of 0/0, will be obtained in the

(A12)

It will be noted in equations (A12) that only geometrical
terms such as spanwiae extent of aileron span and chord
ratios c/Z occur and that, in order to determine the resultant
twist distribution, only these values need be speci.iied.

In reference 13 influence lines are presented for a series of
imperedwings (see fig. 2) of several aspect ratios, which make
possible the computation of a coefficient of rolling-moment
loss 0,0 due to any sort of twist distribution. As a fit
step in the evaluation of a loss coefficient Cl@,the ratios of
0/0, were evaluated for the series of wings shown in figure 2
with ailerons of various span.

The 10SSin rolling moment due to a twist 0,, at the refer-
ence section, was then defied by the equation

Ro~o moment 10SS=LO

where

dC,/d8.O.— —
0/0, e,

(A14)

The results shown in figure 16 of referen~ 13 were used to
determine 0,0 for the twist variations computed from
equations (A12). The coefficient Cle was also determined
for elliptical wings of aspect ratios 6, 10, and 16, with values
of k; of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 and for values of ko of
0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 as well as for the wing plan forms shown in

figure 2. The numerical results of these steps are not given
herein because they are only intermediate steps in the
procedure.

In the steady rolling condition, the damping moment
equals the moment impressed by the ailerons minus the
loss in moment due to twist. In coefficient form, this rela-
tion may be mpres.sedas .

C%$ gsb= C@@- C,,er@3b (A15)

from which the helix angle per unit aileron deflection pb~V

is obtained as

(A16)

The coefficients Cla, Clo, ~d C% will vary with Mach
number but of these coefficients only the variation of Cla
with Mach number can readily be determined from wind-
tunnel tests. At present C% must be obtained either from
results of low-speed tests or from results of computations
and C% must always be obtained by computation. For
this reason it would appear reasonable to use consistent
values and to assume that each varies with Mach number
according to l/~= From equation (A1O), for a par-
ticular wing aileron combination,

~ Fb
~ B,

*’= 2mv, ~TW
(A17)

where the constant I?l equals the right-hand side of equa-
tion (A1O). Also, from equations (A12) and (A14), CIO
is seen to be a constant for a particular wing-aileron com-
bination. When these values of C,@and 0, are substituted
“mequation (A16), the following equation results:

(A18)

where the constant
B,= O@,

At the aileron reversal speed,

%@ q B,
ol~= 2m~, -J=;

and the value of the dynamic pressure is

2m0.- & r C,B dalcb

*M $~b ‘~
—.

dcm b’ da/dJ B,
~~ (A19)
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(A20)

speed is

(A21)

In the determination of the values of ~ the necessary nnmeri-
cal values of Bawere obtained by the procedure outlined and

Cla
the necessary values of ~a were t~en direc~y from @e

16 of referenee 13. When the values of ~ were plotted, the
results were found to be essentially the same for aspect ratios
of 6, 10, and 16; the average deviation -ma leas than 1 per-
cent. The value of 7 did, however, vary with aileron posi-
tion and wing taper as shown in figure 3.

For an iuf3nitely rigid wing, the helix amgle per degree
aileron deflection can be obtained from equation (A18) as

C,a du—.-

(3
pJ/2 _da~& ih

6 rfri$ %

(A22)

where Clpwas obtained from figure 8 of reference 13. Figure 4
gives the values of v in terms of k, and ko. By speci@ng
that the flexible wing retain some fraction @ of the rigid
wing rolling effectiveness at a speciiied dynamic pressure
(say, krmind velocity), the following equation remdts

(A23)

By substitut~~ results from equations (A20) and (A23) into
equation (A18), the wing sti.fbmssme, required at the refer-
ence section to retain a specified value of rolling ability at a
given value of gJ~TW is given by
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